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Book Bites
The Marco Effect by Jussi Adler-Olson
All fifteen-year-old Marco Jameson wants is to
become a Danish citizen and go to school like a
normal teenager. But his uncle Zola rules his former gypsy clan with an iron fist. Revered as a god
and feared as a devil, Zola forces the children of
the clan to beg and steal for his personal gain.
When Marco discovers a dead body proving the
true extent of Zola’s criminal activities he goes on
the run. But his family members aren’t the only
ones who’ll go to any lengths to keep Marco silent
forever. Meanwhile, the last thing Detective Carl
Mørck needs is for his assistants, Assad and
Rose, to pick up a missing persons case on a
whim: Carl’s nemesis is his new boss, and he’s
saddled Department Q with an unwelcome addition. But when they learn that a mysterious teen
named Marco may have as much insight into the
case as he has fear of the police, Carl is determined to solve the mystery and save the boy.
Carl’s actions propel the trio into a case that extends from Denmark to Africa, from embezzlers to
child soldiers, from seemingly petty crime rings to
the very darkest of cover-ups.

Takedown Twenty by Janet Evanovich
New Jersey bounty hunter Stephanie Plum knows
better than to mess with family. But when powerful mobster Salvatore “Uncle Sunny” Sunucchi
goes on the lam in Trenton, it’s up to Stephanie to
find him. Uncle Sunny is charged with murder for
running over a guy (twice), and nobody wants to
turn him in not his poker buddies, not his bimbo
girlfriend, not his two right-hand men, Shorty and
Moe. Even Trenton’s hottest cop, Joe Morelli, has
skin in the game, because just Stephanie’s luck
the godfather is his actual godfather.
St. Dale by Sharyn McCrumb
The Dale Earnhardt Memorial Pilgrimage is the
last trip Judge Bekasu Holifield would have chosen for her vacation. But this year it's her sister
Justine's turn to make their plans, and soon
Bekasu's boarding a silver cruise bus for a tour of
Southern stock car speedways with Justine, their
cousin Cayle, and a group of strangers-all of
whose lives have somehow been touched by the
legendary racer they never met.

Americanah
by Chimanda Ngoz Adichie
The Promise of Light by Paul Watkins
Ifemelu and Obinze are young and in love when
It is 1921, and young Ben Sheridan's Irishthey depart military-ruled Nigeria for the West.
American father mysteriously dies in their small
Beautiful, self-assured Ifemelu heads for America,
Rhode Island town. Determined to learn the truth where despite her academic success, she is
about his family's cloudy past, he sets sail for Ire- forced to grapple with what it means to be black
land, and quickly becomes involved in a struggle for the first time. Quiet, thoughtful Obinze had
between soldiers of the newly formed Irish Repub- hoped to join her, but with post-9/11 America
lican Army and the brutal British troops. Amidst
closed to him, he instead plunges into a dangerthe lush and rugged Irish countryside, and the
ous, undocumented life in London. Fifteen years
horrible violence unfolding across it, Ben must
later, they reunite in a newly democratic Nigeria,
search for the truth of his identity, and the ties of and reignite their passion for each other and for
his family's blood.
their homeland.

Open Season by C.J. Box
And so it begins for Joe Pickett, a Wyoming
game warden who, with the shot of a rifle,
is thrust into a race to save not only an endangered species, but to unravel a mystery
that threatens the life and the family he
loves.

Secret Daughter by Shilpi Gowda
Somer’s life is everything she imagined it
would be, she’s newly married and has
started her career as a physician in San
Francisco, until she makes the devastating
discovery she never will be able to have
children. The same year in India, a poor
mother makes the heartbreaking choice to
save her newborn daughter’s life by giving
her away. It is a decision that will haunt
Kavita for the rest of her life, and cause a
ripple effect that travels across the world
and back again.

100 Year Old Man Who Climbed
Out the Window and Disappeared
by Jonas Jonasson
After a long and eventful life, Allan Karlsson
ends up in a nursing home, believing it to
be his last stop. The only problem is that
he's still in good health, and in one day, he
turns 100. A big celebration is in the works,
but Allan really isn't interested (and he'd
like a bit more control over his vodka consumption). So he decides to escape. He
climbs out the window in his slippers and
embarks on a hilarious and entirely unexpected journey, involving, among other surprises, a suitcase stuffed with cash, some
unpleasant criminals, a friendly hot-dog
stand operator, and an elephant (not to
mention a death by elephant).

The New Life by Orhan Pamuk
The protagonist of Orhan Pamuk's fiendishly
engaging novel is launched into a world of
hypnotic texts and (literally) Byzantine conspiracies that whirl across the steppes and
forlorn frontier towns of Turkey. And with The
New Life, Pamuk himself vaults from the forefront of his
country's writers into the arena of world literature.
Through the single act of reading a book, a young student is uprooted from his old life and identity. Within days
he has fallen in love with the luminous and elusive
Janan; witnessed the attempted assassination of a rival
suitor; and forsaken his family to travel aimlessly through
a nocturnal landscape of traveler's cafes and apocalyptic
bus wrecks.
Little Failure by Gary Shteyngart
The all too true story of an immigrant family
betting its future on America, as told by a lifelong misfit who finally finds a place for himself
in the world through books and words. In 1979,
a little boy dragging a ginormous fur hat and
an overcoat made from the skin of some Soviet woodland creature steps off the plane at New York’s JFK International Airport and into his new American life. His
troubles are just beginning. For the former Igor Shteyngart, coming to the United States from the Soviet Union
is like stumbling off a monochromatic cliff and landing in
a pool of Technicolor.
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Roosevelt’s Secret War
by Joseph E. Persico
By temperament and character, no American
president was better suited for secret warfare
than FDR. He manipulated, compartmentalized, dissembled, and misled, demonstrating
a spymaster's talent for intrigue. He once remarked, "I never let my right hand know what
my left hand does." Not only did Roosevelt
create America's first central intelligence
agency, the OSS, under "Wild Bill" Donovan,
but he ran spy rings directly from the Oval
Office, enlisting well-placed socialite friends.

I am Malala by Malala by Yousafzai
When the Taliban took control of the Swat Valley, one girl spoke out. Malala Yousafzai refused to be silenced and fought for her right to
an education. On Tuesday October 9, 2012, she
almost paid the ultimate price. When she was shot in the
head at point blank range while riding the bus home from
school, few expected her to survive. Instead, Malala's miraculous recovery has taken her on an extraordinary journey from a remote valley in Northern Pakistan to the halls
of the United Nations in New York. At sixteen, she has
become a global symbol of peaceful protest and the
youngest ever nominee for the Nobel Peace Prize.

Witness the Night by Kishwar
In a small town in northern India, a house still
smolders from a devastating fire. Inside a
young girl is found severely beaten and barely alive, along with the lifeless bodies of thirteen people. Inexplicably, the local police accuse the girl of the murders. But Simran
Singh, an independent-minded, unconventional social worker, is convinced of the girl's
innocence. As Simran goes against the authorities to seek out the truth, she discovers a
terrifying web of deceit that will change her
forever. Seamlessly weaving themes of sexism, police corruption, and infanticide, this
captivating mystery plunges readers into the
thrilling heart of modern India.

Moving Target by J.A. Jance
Lance Tucker, an incarcerated juvenile offender
doing time for expertly hacking into the San
Leandro School District’s computer system, is
set on fire and severely burned one night while
hanging Christmas decorations in a lockup rec
room. The police say that he did it to himself, but B. Simpson, Ali Reynolds’s fiancé and the man who helped put
Lance in jail, feels obligated to get to the bottom of what
really happened.

A Rule Against Murder by Louise
Penny
It is the height of summer, and Armand and
Reine-Marie Gamache are celebrating their
wedding anniversary at Manoir Bellechasse,
an isolated, luxurious inn not far from the village of Three Pines. But they're not alone.
The Finney family - rich, cultured, and respectable - has also arrived for a celebration
of their own.

A Fine Romance by Susan Branch
A thrilling ocean voyage on the Queen Mary 2
from New York City to Southampton culminating in a two-month ramble through the charming back roads and small villages of the pastoral English countryside in the spring of last year
is the subject of this delicious travel journal that Susan has
painstakingly hand-lettered and water colored in the way
many of us have grown to love over the years.
Join Susan as she recounts her lighthearted ramble of
discovery through the historical homes and gardens of art
and literary heroes, along ancient footpaths, through wildflower meadows and fields of lambs, into tea rooms, pubs
and antique stores.
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A Rush of Blood by Quintin JardineThe horrific suicide of a successful Lithuanian
entrepreneur rouses suspicion among the
newly appointed Chief Constable Bob Skinner and his colleagues. They’ve crossed
swords with the businessman before; why
would a man with everything to live for take
his own life? As enquiries begin, a mystery
girl, drugged and incoherent, is dumped in a
health center by a mysterious Galahad, who
promptly disappears. Who is she, who is he,
and where has he gone? Is it coincidence
that most of the massage parlors in the city
have suddenly closed overnight?
419 by Will Ferguson
A car tumbles through darkness down a
snowy ravine. A woman without a name
walks out of a dust storm in sub-Saharan Africa. And in the seething heat of Lagos City, a
criminal cartel scours the Internet, looking for
victims. Lives intersect. Worlds collide. And
it all begins with a single email: "Dear Sir, I
am the daughter of a Nigerian diplomat, and I
need your help…
". When Laura Curtis, a lonely
editor in a cold northern city, discovers that
her father has died because of one such
swindle, she sets out to track down and corner her father’s killer.
Don’t Know Much About Geography
by Kenneth C. Davis
Don't Know Much About® series of books,
takes the reader on a fascinating, breathtaking, and hilarious grand tour of the planet
Earth, opening our eyes and imaginations to
a wide, wild, and wonderful world we never
knew. In this newly revised, updated, and
expanded edition of the classic anti-textbook,
he reflects on many of the profound and important changes that have occurred on our
planet in the last twenty years.

The Paying Guests by Sarah Waters
It is 1922, and London is tense. Ex-servicemen
are disillusioned; the out-of-work and the hungry
are demanding change. And in South London, in a
genteel Camberwell villa a large, silent house now
bereft of brothers, husband, and even servants life is about
to be transformed as impoverished widow Mrs. Wray and
her spinster daughter, Frances, are obliged to take in lodgers. With the arrival of Lilian and Leonard Barber, a modern
young couple of the “clerk class,” the routines of the house
will be shaken up in unexpected ways. Little do the Wrays
know just how profoundly their new tenants will alter the
course of Frances’s life, or, as passions mount and frustration gathers, how far-reaching, and how devastating, the
disturbances will be.
Pilots Die Faster by C.W. Morton
A hotshot female F-14 pilot floats facedown in the
dark, oily bilge water of a U.S. super carrier, dead
from seven stab wounds. Meanwhile, an Oscarclass Russian submarine armed with long-range
missiles silently patrols the waters to the north of the Navy
battle group. Special Agent Bud Wilson of the Naval Criminal Investigative Service (NCIS) finds his murder investigation connected to the complicated cat-and-mouse game the
Russian submarine is playing with the carrier. In the pressure-cooker environment of the Lincoln, Wilson teams up
with Doctor Carol Benning, senior flight surgeon, and Airman Fernandez, a tough guy from the barrio, to find out
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